
 

Reading reward scheme 

To encourage and reward your child for completing their reading homework we have started a 

whole school reading reward scheme.  Every child has started on the dwarf planet of Pluto and they 

are aiming to reach planet Earth by the end of term 6. They will achieve this by completing their 

homework.  

There are 30 steps between each planet and if they complete their reading homework they will 

reach a new planet at the end of each term. One complete reading session is one step. They will 

only move one step if they read for their year group’s required amount of time in one go.  Your 

child can make up for missed steps through additional reading over the week and school holidays.  

Reading homework expectations for each year group. 

Reception           Child reading to/with adult 10 minutes daily. 

Year 1   Child reading to/with adult 10 minutes daily. 

Year 2  Child reading to/with adult 15 minutes daily. 

Year 3  Child reading to/with adult 15 minutes daily. 

Year 4  Child reading to/with adult 20 minutes daily. 

Year 5  Child reading to/with adult 25 minutes daily. 

Year 6  Child reading to/with adult 25 minutes daily. 

 

Pluto-  The start.  

Neptune- should be reached by the end of term 1   

Uranus- should be reached by the end of term 2     Certificate awarded in Friday assembly 

Saturn- should be reached by the end of term 3 

Jupiter- should be reached by the end of term 4    Certificate awarded in Friday assembly 

Mars- should be reached by the end of term 5 

Earth -should be reached by the end of term 6     Certificate awarded in Friday assembly 

To encourage and reward additional reading at home there are further planets for the children to 

aim for. Each of these come with a special reward. To reach these planets your child will need to 

read for additional time in the week and over school holidays.   

Venus is 15 steps on from Earth.                               Certificate awarded in Friday assembly+ a prize  

Mercury is 30 steps on from Venus                          Certificate awarded in Friday assembly+ a larger prize 

The Sun is 20 steps on from Mercury       Certificate awarded in Friday assembly+ Head teacher’s 

invitation to an end of year celebration. 

 



 

 

 

  

 


